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Keynote
Title
Presenter

The Corporate Action Hero
John Davis

Abstract
Motivational Speaker, John Davis, known as the Corporate Action Hero, was born with a
debilitating back disorder and wanted to live the life of an “Action Hero.” By setting
seemingly impossible goals for himself, John went on to become a Stunt man, a Fight
Director, a College Professor, Artistic Director, Business Leader, Internationally known
Speaker, Comedian, Author and yes an Action Hero on stage and in film.
John speaks to audiences of all ages and backgrounds. He has presented in 28 countries
and has delivered over 4000 live presentations. Even to the front lines of both Iraq and
Afghanistan with the USO.
John's programs inspire audiences to create, “Vast successes one successful moment at a
time.” His presentations are fun, interactive, with NO POWERPOINT. The "Action Hero
Mindset" programs cover: Thriving during change, Inspiring present moment action,
Leadership, Customer Service, Sales, Success, Emotional Intelligence, Effective
Communication, and Stress Management.

OVOAUG Special Session
Title
Presenter

Current State and Future Direction of OVOAUG Board
OVOAUG Board Members

Abstract
Please join us for a special session to discuss the future of your Geo, the Ohio Valley
OAUG. During this session we will






Share Survey Results from a recent polling of OVOAUG members
Present OVOAUG metrics and trends
Discuss ideas and seek your feedback on how to shape our user group going
forward

Bring your ideas, we want your active participation and feedback!
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Oracle eBusiness Track I
Title
Presenter
Abstract

Best practices in application security design for Oracle EBusiness Suite
Jeffrey Hare, ERP Risk Advisors

Proper application security and role design forms the foundation of your internal controls
environment. Pool role design during the implementation of ERP applications leads to
excessive risk, Segregation of Duties issues, and audit findings. In this session, Jeffrey T.
Hare, CPA CISA CIA will share the foundational principles of good role design and give you
the top tips for staying out of trouble with your auditors.

Title
Presenter
Abstract

Complex WMS Wave Execution at a large CPG distribution
center with Sorter & ASRS picking
Vishal Choudhari, Inyxa

This session will focus on a very large CPG company that ships over 300 trucks across its
distribution network every day. We will share how Wave Planning Execution is achieved with
Oracle E-Business Suite & WMS at their largest DC. Integration with transportation &
material handling equipment is leveraged for real-time visibility into wave execution. Almost
all shipments are full truck load, and most pallets are mixed pallets – with picked cases
travelling through a maze of conveyors– to arrive at one of 21 consolidation lanes.

Title
Presenter
Abstract

Spare Parts Business Process Solved with Custom APEX
Solution that integrates with EBS
Matt Hauser, AXIA Consulting

The Spare Parts business process at Intelligrated was built utilizing a custom application
that only one person could support. It relied on nightly updates of data from Oracle and had
a number of manual processes that could introduce inconsistencies to the data that was
then sent to customers. A new tool was built utilizing Oracle APEX that pulls data in realtime from the Oracle Inventory, PIM, Advanced Oracle Pricing and Order Management.
APEX out of the box provides analytic tools for pivoting and building reports to help manage
the process. The new tool also calls Oracle APIs to update UDAs and Generate Pricing for
all parts that are being sent to the Customer. This presentation will show what was built for
Intelligrated, and features that are inherent within Oracle APEX.
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Oracle eBusiness Track II
Title
Oracle System Extract – A simple way to generate interface
Presenter
Mahendhiran Ganesan, Worthington Industries
Abstract
Oracle System Extract is a powerful tool provided by Oracle Advanced Benefits. This is a
user-friendly tool enables user to generate interface from various HR, Payroll business
functions without writing any program. It enables to define extract criteria like record
inclusion or exclusion based on event that can be used to support Changes or Full file. It
has the capability for calculation, formatting, and conditional logic. This tool provides the
flexibility to generate web enabled and text output. By using rule type fast formula, any
information that are not directly available in data fields can be derived.

Title
Presenters
Abstract

Revenue Recognition: Prepare now for ASC 606 and IFRS 15
Jene Straton, Oracle

Come learn more about how Revenue Management Cloud Service works with Oracle EBS,
as well as Hyperion EPM tools, to address the new accounting standard for Revenue from
Contracts with Customers.

Title
Presenter
Abstract

How Toyota Boshoku is saving time and money using
spreadsheet integration for BOM and Price Lists.
Tony Maschinot, Toyota Boshoku

At Toyota Boshoku, large quantities of data took a long time to enter into Oracle EBS and be
mirrored in other key data systems; a common problem of successful, fast growing
companies. Manual data entry also resulted in errors between systems, causing inventory
issues. After an evaluation of the solutions in the market, we found the right fit in using a
third party MS Excel Oracle integration tool. See how we improved our Oracle BOM and
Price List data management to recognize significant time and resource savings.
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Hyperion Track
Title
Presenter
Abstract

Working Effectively with Oracle Support – Alternate Title
“Confessions of a former Oracle Hyperion Support Engineer”
Larry Geraghty, The Wendy's Company

a. Important Details to Include in SR
b. How to easily include all logs and environment details
c. Tips and Tricks to get a response to an SR
d. How to get past the, “You need to patch” answer
e. Getting to the “Right” Support Engineer

Title
Presenter

Hyperion upgrade to 11.1.2.4
Raman Galla, Boardwalk Pipeline Partners
Jeff Wright, Boardwalk Pipeline Partners

Abstract
We have recently upgraded Hyperion version 11.1.2.1 to 11.1.2.4. I would like to share
some of our experiences about this upgrade and new version updates. I will send detailed
steps in PowerPoint presentation.

Title
Presenters
Abstract

Building Bridges in Hyperion Planning
Dennis Hogan, Finit Solutions

The P&L and Balance Sheet provide great data for use in analyzing performance for a
period. Often these statements show results for the current period in comparison to prior
periods or budgeted/forecasted data for the period. Typically, a variance column is included
to show the difference between these periods or scenarios. This information tells us what
occurred but does not address the why it occurred. This is where Bridges come into use.
Using Bridges analysts can explain the changes in financials across a variety of periods,
years and scenarios (Year over Year, Quarter over Quarter, Actual vs Budget etc.). As an
example, a bridge may start with Q1 actuals for last year and end with the current year
forecast for the same period. The analyst then enters data into a variety of categories that
typically drive our variances. These values in the categories “bridge” the gap between the
starting and ending period to provide quantitative insight into reasons for the changes.
This session will demonstrate one approach for using Hyperion Planning to facilitate and
streamline this bridge process. Analysts use this tool to enter values into the various bridge
categories like volume, price, and plant productivity to explain and quantify the portion of the
variance that was driven by changes in each category.

